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Case Study 6 – LRC Advisor 

How you got involved in the project 
I am an LRC advisor based within the LRCs at Kirklees College and I became involved 
with the project from its initial creation at a Staff Training day in January 2019 when 
I was approached by internal members of staff to assist with the Study Skills 
project. Since the introduction of Office365 within the college, I have been actively 
upskilling my knowledge so I can support the learners to the best of my abilities 
while staffing the LRC. So being approached gave me an opportunity to focus on 
the aspects of my role I enjoy the most, supporting users with Office365. 

What you have done to contribute to the project 
Internal members of staff approached me to assist with the creation of the 
Office365 section within the Study Skills VLE page. I have been involved in 
supporting learners with Office365 since we introduced it to the college. Being 
approached gave me the opportunity to focus on supporting the learners with 
Office365 and to ensure that the resources on Study Skills adhered to the 
information provided from the LRC. During my time working on the project, I have 
been creating resources to assist with the Office365 section of the Study Skills 
VLE page. This involved creating step-to-step guides on how to use the different 
apps on Office365.  

Another contribution to the project was the ‘Renaming competition’, as a result of 
feedback from tutors, it was highlighted that the name Study Skills wasn’t 
appealing. In response to this we decided to start a competition directed to the 
students to rename the Study Skills VLE page. We thought this was a positive way 
to include students in the project and was a good opportunity to promote the 
project. After a couple of weeks, we had many entries, the whole of the LRC team 
got together to look at the results and decide on the new name. As a reward, the 
student who won the competition received a £30 voucher for Starbucks and 
Landing72, which is our on-site restaurant. 

What changes have come about in your practice because of the 
project 
Since the project, I have found myself able to better understand the needs of the 
learners and easily find them resources relevant to their needs. As I’m an advisor 
and not a librarian, my knowledge in some of the areas which fall under Study 
Skills wasn’t something I was overly confident in. However, since the project, I 
have been able to identify the relevant resources to be able to upskill my 
knowledge and better support the students in all aspects of Study Skills. 

What have you learnt from taking part 
Since participating in the project, I have been continually looking through the 
information provided from the librarians and have been looking at how I can use 
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the information to help the learners. The project has been an important 
development for myself, and as a result of that, has been an important 
development on how I support students. 

 

  


